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Merry Richards Jewelers

Merry Richards Jewelers Celebrates
Christopher Designs' Latest Jewelry
Collections With Annual Trunk Show Event
On Saturday, May 5, customers will flock to Merry Richards Jewelers to shop
the esteemed engineer-turned-jeweler's award-winning diamonds and
jewelry pieces.

OAKBROOK TERRACE, Illinois, April 17, 2018

(Newswire.com) - This spring, jewelry shoppers in the greater

Chicago area can take advantage of the finest in modern

diamond pieces by an award-winning designer. Merry

Richards Jewelers will host their annual Christopher Designs

Trunk Show at their Oakbrook Terrace showroom on

Saturday, May 5, 2018.

From 11AM-5PM that day, attendees can explore over 500 of the jewelry designer’s most popular

fashion and bridal jewelry styles, as well as the latest products from the studio’s newest collections.

Christopher Slowinski, the founder of the brand, is renowned for his patented Crisscut diamond

cutting technique that makes stones brighter, whiter, and more brilliant than an average diamond of

the same size. His proprietary process combines the best of engineering principles and jewelry

craftsmanship to develop diamonds that appear to be up to 60% larger -- but at a fraction of the

weight. This innovative method allows brides and jewelry aficionados to get the most out of their

investment in diamond pieces.

Fans of Slowinski’s work can also browse through Merry Richards’ selection of his latest projects: the

Memory Cuff Bracelets and the Color Designs collection.

The Memory Cuff Bracelets feature Christopher Designs’ memory spring technology. The mechanics

of each piece allows the wearer to effortlessly bend open the bracelet to fit onto their wrist;

afterwards, the bangle reverts to its original size and shape without breaking. These cuffs come in a

variety of gorgeous designs, and can be found in white gold, yellow gold, rose gold, as well as

platinum.

Additionally, items from the Color Designs collection will also be available at the Illinois-based jewelry

retailer. Each of these fashionable rings feature colored gemstones of the highest quality. Shoppers

can examine rings with dazzling center stones made of green tourmaline, emerald, yellow beryl,

sapphire, and even yellow diamond. Each gemstone is surrounded by a halo of Christopher Designs’

radiant diamonds, adding even more sparkle to an already sensational piece.

Making an RSVP in advance is recommended, as this event is highly anticipated by much of Merry

Richards’ distinguished clientele.

To book an appointment, or for more information on the Christopher Designs products Merry

Richards Jewelers will have available at their trunk show, please contact their staff using this contact

form.

About Merry Richards Jewelers

Founded in 1985, Merry Richards Jewelers is a fine retailer of jewelry items that include wedding

bands, engagement rings, loose diamonds, luxury timepieces, and fashion jewelry items. Family-

owned and operated, Merry Richards Jewelers has locations in Oakbrook Terrace and Glenview,

Illinois, and is conveniently located in the Northbrook, Evanston, Hinsdale, and Naperville areas.

For more information on sales, products, events, and jewelry repair and cleaning services offered at

Merry Richards Jewelers, please visit Merryrichardsjewelers.com, or call (650)-516-8000 today.
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